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INTRODUCTION 
Piston slap is the concise term used in literature 
to specify what happens if the traveling piston bo- 
unces from one side of the cylinder wall to the 
other. 
The first scientific investigations into the pheno= 
menon of -$Piston-slap" start during the fifties in 
Germany and in Britain.Several authors dealt with 
this topic both from theoretical and experimental 
point of view. 
In this paper a mathematical model for simulation 
of piston slap in engines,diesel in this applicat= 
ion,is presented. The model was originally presen= 
ted at Euromech 131(Nocilla,R&paci,l980) and after 
developped and pointed in two theses(Mondo,l984 
and Lucotti.1985). 
THE MODEL 
This model is based on assumption of considering 
the con-rod - piston system(fig.l) as a doble pen- 
dulum. This system,if the crank-angular velocity 
is known,has two degree of freedom when considered 
free in the bore. 
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The pressure curves for every velocity.or R.P.M.,a- 
re well known and beforehand experimentally traced 
(fig.21. 
FIG.2.Typical time-pressure diagram 
So it is easy to write the two motion equations of 
the systeminthis situation(piston free in the bard 
The first equation will be a resultant equation a= 
long the direction perpendicular to the con-rod: 
P + i? + ii0 L 0 
The second one a moment equation around the point S 
The two equations after some manipulations become 
the followings,where the symbols are listed at the 
end: 
-P*(a)sin(B+$) + flP*(a) sinosin6 - (31 
- 2 hcos(a+8) - 8' + @'csin (6+8+$) = 
= -Xsin (a+e) - 0" + $"csin (0 +B +*) + 
+ b$‘Lcos (0 +e+JI) 
FIG.l.The considered system. 
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-(q+e cos ) P*(a) - r, e' = (4) 
ml w 
ps = (7) e" - ~Xcos ($-a+$) - 6" csin($+B+$) - . . 
ml w 
2 
- (e') cos (l$+e+ik). 
The (3) and (4) are the basic equations of the free 
motion. 
THE IMPACT MODEL 
It is appropriate to .-emind that the basic mode of 
motion of the piston in the bore are those indica= 
ted in fig. 3(Haddad,1980). When an impact happe= 
ns,a discontinuity in velocity occurs. So from dr 
namical equations of impact it is possible to cal= 
culate the velocities after,if the velocities befo= 
re are known. Or,but with less precision,to redu= 
ce the velocities by a restitution factor. In bo- 
th cases of course the geometry of the system must 
be respected,i.e.every point of the piston must be 
inside the bore. 
FIG.3.Basic modes of mction of the 
piston in the bore. 
THE SOFTWARE 
Starting from equations (3) and (4),integrating 
these by Runge-Kutta method with reasonable initi= 
al conditions,the computer program,for every step, 
calculates thevelocity and acceleration of the con- 
rod and of the piston and prints them only if some 
part of the piston impacts on the walls. In this 
case,the program,known the velocities before of im= 
pact,calculates,by dynamical impact equations,the 
velocities at the instant "after" and starts again 
in the following step with new values of position 
and velocity. The program also provides the kyne= 
tic energy loss by impact/n every step and in an 
entire cycle(720"). The computer used was initial= 
ly a H.P.9845 and successively a VAX 11/780. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The program concerning this model is a very versati 
le tool because all the parameters influencing the 
engine motion(off-set,crossing,lubrication,gas pres 
sure) can be change easily in a very short time an2 
so it is possible to investigate the effects of the 
se changes on the piston slap phenomenon. In the - 
last developpements a statistical analysis of resul 
ts was done,changing the significant parameters. 
The results of these theoretical model ling are in 
good agreement with the conclusions of Haddad(1984). 
The final goal is to support the engine design in 
order to reduce the mechanical noise caused by pis= 
ton slap. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
angle 
between con-rod and bore axis 
II piston " " " 
II z and basis of the piston 
P* dimensionless resultant gas pressure 
fl 
friction coefficient 
:t 
oil damping coefficient in translation 
crank angular velocity = & 
m total mass 
r 
crank radius 
con-rod lenght 
x r/l 
5 SG 
c s/l 
'IS 
inertia radius 
and ' derivatives with respect to 
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